Introduction
Nowadays, user acquire information, including attributes within various media (e.g., television, radio, news paper, blog, and social networks) by a native language. The traditional recommendation systems cannot usually be applied, for efficiently searching the various media. Traditional systems have some (a few) languages to switch amoungst, however, the languages have been obtained from translation machines. This leads to connection data between certain languages and other languages that is not easy. With the developed open data system, it allows connection multiple data in different languages.
In recommendation systems, most users face language problems. They want to search some content in either their native language or some other learned languages. The information is often published on the web by original language and expressed in different languages. After publishing, it will be translated to different languages by themselves or a community. In fact, it is always difficult to search a specific entity when users do not remember the original name (e.g., English name), they only know your country name. For example, Cameron, J. is a famous director, in Korea some people want to search about him, but they have a problem, they do not remember his English name. How to search in this case? In this paper, we present our approach to deal with this problem.
Multilingualism becomes an important task in natural language processing. Multilingual systems have been designed either by the system (i.e., user has to switch among languages and number of languages is limited) or the community, group users (i.e., there are a lot of languages that are published). For example, Wikipedia 1 is a huge open data source that is edited and developed by a community of volunteers in the world. Its contents are described with in many different languages, including movie.
Multilingualism is an interesting topic on the web [5, 17] . Data will be integrated from multi-resources, associated with multilingual content. Each content is expressed in different languages. However, in this paper, we only take into account multilingual searches, based on integrated data based on LOD [2, 3, 8] . Linked Open Data (LOD), provides an effective mechanism to connect data from multiple data resources by using the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). We will extract data on a movie domain. There are several LOD of movies on the web and many other movie-related data (e.g., IMDB Our proposal focuses on the integrated information from multi-resources to put them into MMRS. It will help the user overcome the language problem. In this paper, we propose and develop a onotology-based multilingual search, to support the user when searching the entities in different languages in the system. Our approach is illustrated using "movie domain". In this system, users can search a certain entity, within 145 different languages.
The outline of paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present related work about multilingual entities and ontology-based multilingual systems. In Sect. 3, we present integrated data based on LOD and ontology-based multilingual entity in recommendation systems. In Sect. 4, we develop our system and how it works. Finally, we talk about the major conclusions and future of our work herin.
Related Work
Multilingual search is a challenge for social network (Facebook, Twitter, Flickr) and also open web (Wikipedia) [12, 7, 6] and recommendation systems [13, 19, 21] . Almost systems only take into account switching different languages by translating [4, 20] . The system quality depends on the translation quality. In the fact, as we know the translation machine makes a lot of mistakes. Thus, using multilingual entities based on ontology and integrated data from Linked Open Data (LOD) will improve the representation on the systems.
Ontology-based multilingual models are also proposed by [9, 15, 18] . In [9] , authors proposed a new multilingual retrieval model, named CL-ESA. This model exploits the multilingual alignment of Wikipedia to represent a document as a concept vector and the similarity between two vectors can computed with the cosine similarity. In [15] , the system, LabelTranlator, was proposed as an ontology to identify different languages labels. In [18] , authors presented the translation-tree technique, that is based on an ontological representation for multilingual information retrieval. Each language is built as a multilingual onlology to map corresponding terms.
A multilingual search model for Flickr was proposed by Peinado et al. [7] and they called it FlickLing. This system allows to search monolingual and multilingual images and return a set of images with annotation in different languages. However, it can support six languages and applies a term-by-term translation for the multilingual search.
A fuzzy-based method for multilingual patent search, Fuzzy Logic Decision Support, is proposed by Segev et al. [11] . The patents are represented by a set of concepts related to a multilingual knowledge ontology. The model analyzed a several patents from Korean, US and Chinese as support for a multilingualism process.
The most important task in the multilingualism problem, is to extract name entity matching. In Wikipedia, the multilingual entity is represented as a set of InterLanguages-Links (ILL). A multilingual named entity recognition from Wikipedia is proposed by [6] . In this paper, the authors classify each article into "name entity", in nine languages and project the links onto name entities. In [10] , they introduce a fuzzy-based method to extract metadata automatically and cognitive metadata generation. They also apply different document parsing algorithms to extract rich metadata from multilingual content. This framework is evaluated on three languages, English, German and French. In order to measure the similarity between multilingual sentences, Adafre et al. investigated multilingual analysis to generate similar sentences in different languages [1] .
The multilingual search does not only find related results that a user needs, but also returns new information for the user. It is also a challenge for novelty mining [14] . In our approach for multilingual search within recommendation systems; the results can contain multilingual entities, where users can understand their content. For example, a user enters a query to find the director Cameron J., in Korean, the system will return a lot of information about this name in different languages (e.i., not only Korean but also other languages such as Japanese, German, Vietnamese and so on) and user can get several information.
In [8] , we have applied integrated data from LOD to recommend not only a movie domain, but also books and music. The representation data on recommendation systems in different languages that are based on integrated data from LOD, will be better and more flexible, than traditionl systems.
3 Ontology-based Multilingual Recommendation Systems for Searching
Multilingual Concepts and Integrated Data on Movie Domain
The main contribution of this paper is to propose a multilingual search process to match an search entity to its corresponding concept in different languages. In our approach, we try to implement the system in a movie domain. User do not need to remember the original names of any artist or any title (e.g., English name). User can enter their language and search a certain value.
Bilingualism and multilingualism are being discussed and developed within social networks and economic systems. For movie domains, they also try to fully support users. Most systems are monolingual, such as IMDB, LinkedMDB, MusicBrainz, etc. and a few arevmultilingual systems, such as, BDpedia, Wikipedia.
IMDB is a huge moviedata repository. It describes a vast number of movies, with full information (e.g., title, genre, actor, director, music, URI, company, rating, runtime, and so on). Each entity is accessed by using URI, for example, the link http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000116 describes "James Cameron" director and http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0499549/ is an URI that describes about "Avatar" movie.
LinkedMDB describes movie information based on movie entities, namely interlink. Movie entities have been extracted from IMDB, DBpedia and other sources.
DBpedia is open dataset on the Internet. It is organized by categories (e.g., movie, book, music and so on). Its information is extracted from Wikipedia. Users can easy access data by using the interlinks. In DBpedia, the entities matching are based on its properties. Table 1 shows properties on movie domain. For example, in order to find the matching between two entities, on actor or director, we have to take into account dbpedia-owl:starring or dbpedia-owl:director. The name of director or starring will be represened as a list of entities in different languages. In our scenario, each entity (label, concept) will be detected by URI on the resource systems. It will identify the languages, contents, description and interlinks. In multilingual recommendation systems, each value of an item, as a concept, takes the information from resource data and has a list of corresponding different languages for the concept. This list is automatically detected and obtained from multilingual systems.
The following algorithm is used for integrating data:
Input: a list of movies, I
Output: a set of multilingual movie concepts Algorithm: Foreach ∈ V = a set of movie concepts from IMDB Foreach ∈ Mapping into LinkedMDB Extracting data from DBpedia Return E = a set of multilingual movie concepts Figure 1 shows the relationships between Korean information and English information of "The Spy" movie based on DBpedia properties (e.g., dbpediaowl:director, owl:sameAs, dbpedia-ko and so on). We can see that each value of movie will be expressed by its corresponding properties. Since DBpedia data is extracted from Wikipedia, some contents are inconsistent. Thus, we use movie data from IMDB as standard information for integrating data. 
Multilingual Recommendation System
The aims of the recommendation system is not only suggest a set of new items based on user preference, but also explore the relationship among users and items. Therefore, multilingual recommendation systems will produce more interesting items in different languages and support users in overcoming the language problem. In order to understand our proposal we present some definitions for the multilingual concept and our model as follows:
Definition 1 (Multilingual Recommendation System Framework) A multilingual recommendation system is defined as a 6-tuple:
where U is a set of users, I is a set of items, A is a set of attributes, V is a set of concepts, L is a set of languages and ⊆ × × is a set of links. Rcan be represented as a set of interlink-languages (ILL).
Each ∈ , we can extract:
For example, considering the movie Titanic, we obtain:
-(Title, "Titanic", "en", "http://dbpedia.org/page/Titanic_(1997_film)"),
-(Direktor, "Cameron, J.", "de", "http://dbpedia.org/page/James_Cameron"),
-(Acteur, "LeonardoDiCaprio", "fr", "http://dbpedia.org/page/Leonardo_DiCapri"),
-(Genre, "Adventure", "en", "http://data.linkedmdb.org/page/film_genre/31").
LOD provides a mechanism to connect data from multiple resources. The connections can be established by links In LOD, each concept is described by its content and interlink. We will use interlinks to find out the entities matching.
Definition 2 (Concept Matching) Let 1 , 2 ∈ and ∈ , the matching between two concepts is computed as follows:
Searching on multilingual systems takes into account the entities matching. Each concept will have a set of different multilingual concepts which have the same description. For example, we consider the "Titanic" title, in other languages, in Table 2 . Each concept will have a set of corresponding entities. A set of concepts will have a set of corresponding interlinks. It will help improve the matching.
Definition 3 (Multilingual Search)
Given v is a search entity, the result of this search, is represented as follows:
where Lex(v) is a function to return a set of result concepts.
In recommendation systems, the most important task is to build the user profile (user preferences). Each user will record all of their interactions and all the information in a session. The systems will discover these data to understand what user needs and predict recommendation for next time.
Definition 4 (User Preference)
Give certain ∈ , the ontological user profile in the recommendation system is expressed as follows:
Definition 5 (User Similarity) Given two users 1 , 2 ∈ .T the similarity between two users based on user preference is defined as follows:
4 Multilingual Search Movie Recommendation System: a case of study
In this paper, we propose multilingual searches in a movie recommendation system, as a case study. Figure 2 shows the main the interface of our system. It is easy to input a name (e.g., movie, artist) and search. The result will be represented related-movie blocks.
- In order to implement our system, we have extracted the dataset as Section 3.1. Table 3 expresses the multilingual entities in the system. Figure 3 shows the results of a search for the movie, "Titanic" in English, Korean and Russian languages.
We can extract the relationships among different languages for one movie. For example, we can extract 15 languages for the Titanic movie and 59 languages, for Morgan Freeman, the actor. When a user searches a certain name of movie, the system will show the movie information (e.g., director(s), actors, actresses) and a list of the same names in different languages (English (en), French (fr), German (de), Chinese (zh), Korean (ko), Japanese (ja), Vietnamese (vi), and so on). Also, when a user searches a certain name of an artist, it will show a list of movies that they were in and a list of the same their names. Figure 4 shows the connection between Titanic in English and Cameron, J. director, in Korean on multilingual movie search. The connections between multilingual entities on multilingual search When a user searches a movie title, the system will return a set of movies including artists and multilingual titles. It will return a set of artist names in multiple languages and a set of movies that this artist was involved in when the user searches movie artist.
In order to develop multilingual search systems, that we have implemented on a movie domain. Movie information is extracted from IMDB and DBpedia. The quality and number of languages for multilingualism depend on data in those sources. It means that if the entities are well-known, then the multilingual entities will be more accurate.
In addition, the system will build user profiles for the various users. The recommendation processing is based on an ontological user preference, to predict which is a better search item for each user. Figure 5 shows the recommendation interface in 3 languages (English, German, Vietnamese).
Figure 5
The recommendation interface
Concluding remarks
Multilingual searches in a movie recommendation system will bring a more flexible interaction for users. Users can overcome language problems. Each item not only is described on bilingual data, but also expressed in various languages. In this paper, we presented our approach to discover the relationships among multilingual concepts for searching on a movie domain and ontological user preferences are also considered in recommendation processing. We also developed a demo system for our proposal. However, the integrated data, based on LOD, is extracted offline and several languages are not available in the data resources. Thus, returned results are not a full expression.
As for future work, we will increase the number of entities and the number of movies. We would also like to show a comparision with other current approaches.
